


Fine Gold Jewelry
for the Modern Woman

ZARIG blends intricate artistry with powerful

intention to offer an exquisite collection of fine jewelry

for the modern woman. Composed of the highest quality 

materials expertly sourced from around the

world, each ZARIG design is meant to instill a bold

sense of confidence every time its worn.



ZARIG’s founder, second-generation jeweler Zarig

Baghdadlian, embraces the ideology that empowered

women empower other women. In turn, a portion of

proceeds from each ZARIG piece is donated to

organizations that support women in the arts, with the

intention of granting female artists and artisans, like

Baghdadlian, the chance to flourish in their respective crafts.



Our  Collections



Refine
Refine collection takes an understated approach to 

extraordinary fine jewelry. The designs composed of 

18k gold with gemstones and diamonds, can be worn 

alone for a sense of subtle refinement, or layered to 

easily adorn any ensemble.



Celebrate
ZARIG’s Celebrate collection places a playful spin on 

luxury through captivating colors and lighthearted 

designs. Offering stackable pieces with customizable 

gemstones and sizes upon request, the designs allows 

for endless possibilities to curate your collection

and celebrate your individual style.



Elevate
Historically sacred healing structures, pyramids are believed to 

elevate consciousness and promote union with your higher-self. 

Additionally, engraved with the Egyptian Eye of Horus,

the Elevate collection inspires you to become

the  best version of yourself and

protects you along our path.





Our Heritage
Founder Zarig Badghdadlian stems from a family of international jewelers and 

manufacturers of colored and colorless diamonds. The rare stones in her family’s 

collection have been celebrated by connoisseurs and collectors alike, and have 

made record-breaking sales at renowned auction houses around the world.

With her namesake fine jewelry line, Zarig Baghdadlian, the GIA-certified 

gemologist and jewelry designer, is expanding upon her family legacy to introduce 

a new level of luxury that is both playful and refined. By leveraging Badghdadlian’s 

deep relationships and expertise in the jewelry world, ZARIG uniquely offers the 

quality and craftsmanship of high jewelry in designs created for daily wear.





18k Gold Fine Jewelry for the Modern Woman.
Each purchase gives female artists a moment to shine.

ZARIGJewels   |   info@zarig.com 

589 5th Ave. New York, New York

212. 888. 644


